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Overview  
  

Company  neon Switzerland AG 

Lead-Investor  Tamedia Publikationen Deutschschweiz AG 

Investment Round  Series A 

Closing Date   15.09.2019 

Deal Facilitator  BackBone Ventures AG 

 

 

neon is a swiss-based fintech venture, founded 2017 from Jörg Sandrock, Julius 

Kirscheneder, Simon Youssef and Patric Ammann. Their vision to change the Swiss bank 

market arose during their joint experiences in the banking sector, as they decided to make 

private banking easier and cheaper by designing a digital solution.  
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Figure 1: Total number of clients from beginning 2019 

PROBLEM 

Within the Swiss banking market, the mayor players stay on top, although there is 

increasing demand on easier banking and especially cheaper private accounts. Currently 

more than half of the population want to access digital banking and more than 70% want 

to pay less for a standard account. The traditional banks do not offer flexible services, are 

very costly and not transparent with a complex user set-up.  

SOLUTION 

For that reason, neon has developed a banking app for smartphones, that offers the 

opportunity to set up a free swiss bank account, a free MasterCard with global acceptance 

and thereby an easy access tool for the demanding market. To further extend the product 

range and be comparable to a traditional bank, several and important partnerships are in 

place. Furthermore, it is proven that this solution is already successful in other countries 

than Switzerland.  

PRODUCT & TECHNOLOGY 

The service is wrapped in an open application programming interface (API) with a fast 

transmission. neon provides a fast, simple and mobile way of banking to their customers, 

without basis fees for the account or the card. Users can access their account in an App, 

access the account, do payments and manage all services there. In addition, neon provides 

a Master Debit Card that is globally usable at PoS, eCom and ATMs. The underlying backend 

technology is stored at Hypi Lenzburg, the main partner for neon.  

DIGITAL BANKING MARKET 

The interest in private digital banking is a strong market in Switzerland, more than 70% of 

the population think that this is important for their financial usage. Therefor the market 

offers neon a solid base for their product. Every future perspective is driven by innovation 

and technological evolvement, so is the banking sector. Currently the traditional banks in 

Switzerland cover the biggest part of the market, although their mobile accessibility is not 

matured yet. Comparable start-ups in other countries are successful already and prove a 

successful business model. Also, neon`s client base has grown steadily, please see following 

Figure from the first eight months of 2019.  
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Furthermore, the market itself is very active as well, with annual new bank account 

openings of 665’000: 

$ 345’000 change their bank, seeking to switch within Switzerland due to costs or 

services 

$ 240’000 are classified as newcomers, people or institutions moving to Switzerland 

and opening new accounts 

$ Around 80’000 per year are complete freshers, like teenagers and early jobbers with 

no former banking account 

COMPETITORS 

Within the banking sector the main competitors for neon are traditional banks, which have 

the opportunity to develop better digital solutions, Swiss similar start-ups that could gather 

better track or foreign venture with the same business plan who manage to enter the Swiss 

market.  

Traditional swiss banks offer a bright range of customer products for 

privates and institutional, who currently cannot be handled in a mobile 

way, by improving this plus more cost attractive structures for customers, 

they could get in the range of neon.  

Swiss Start-ups covering the same business plan are either lacking in 

development, like Yapeal, or tackle different sectors like corporate 

solutions or blockchain. By expending and growing of their business lines they 

might start covering the same client base, depending on their features and 

abilities.  

Foreign competitors are already well-established in the home countries 

and work successfully there. For now, they either only work in EUR 

currencies or do not have swiss licenses for CH Ibans, which makes it less 

attractive for the local population. Nevertheless, by improving the Swiss 

accessibility they could get a strong competitor due to their international 

recognition. 

Most important advantages: 

$ Cost-advantage, without any fixed cost payments for the account and usage, neon 

is more attractive than traditional banks 

$ The front-end user deck is not only easy to use but also faster than any other on the 

market 

$ Compared to other national ventures, neon clearly lies ahead caused by the timing 

of founding 

$ In direct comparison to foreigners the locality makes the difference, customers only 

get with neon a swiss bank account and onsite data storage 
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MANAGEMENT TEAM 

Together the four founders have more than 50 years of experience in th banking, 

technology and marketing sector, as well as in Venture Capital Firms. Which leads to a deep 

understanding of the swiss retail market and due to past joint working experience, makes 

them a successful team mix.  

 

 

 

$ Jörg Sandrock: very professional with a solid network and experience basis 

$ Julius Kircheneder: more than 10 years marketing experience 

$ Simon Youssef: perfectly placed with strong knowledge in IT and development 

BUSINESS MODEL & FINANCIALS 

neon is generating their money with a very low cost-structure towards their clients. In the 

beginning costumers are not charged anything, but with annual payments neon covers 

their costs. These annual fees are very low, around 5CHF for account and cost management, 

where additional money is generated due to any kind of transaction, depending on which 

bank counter or foreign currency exchange these fees can vary.  

Internally neon has done some important arrangements to ensure their main benefit of 

high banking costs, by strategic decisions of hardware outsourcing through their main 

partner. The company can maintain a lower cost growth compared to the increasing profit, 

which can be a deciding key factor especially in comparison to others. Same non-linear 

relation can be observed in the number of clients to profit, pictured in the following graph. 

While the client basis doubles the profits budgeted would quintuple.   

 
Figure 2: Relation of Profit to # of Clients from 2018 to 2024, marked Breakeven after 2021 
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MAIN HIGHLIGHTS 

$ Steadily increasing client base with a good potential to hit the plans for 

2019 

$ Forecasted breakeven in the upcoming year (mid 2020) 

$ The management team and employees are highly qualified with an 

internal expert knowledge 

$ Already had a successful marketing strategy & ready to settle a new one 

Although the banking sector is nothing new the technology and the full set-up of neon 

brings fresh vibes to the Swiss market and opens customers a new channel to handle their 

financials. With care taking and ongoing development the venture has already proven 

opportunity to be successful and can further increase like its international fellows. 

RISKS 

Due to the competitive landscape the boundaries for entrance are quick low, not only for 

traditional banks, but also for foreign start-ups. Especially these competitors also limit the 

potential markets outside of Switzerland, so for now neon can grow locally but with rare 

options outside of the country, which means that new product channels are the only way 

to expand the business, or markets outside of the EU, which are currently only partly 

covered. Additionally, the partnership to Hypi can be critical as the tight agreements might 

not be fulfilled and the customer growth without further marketing campaigns is not fully 

achieved as budgeted.  

EXIT POTENTIAL 

Considering a successful future of neon, which we believe in, the company can be a very 

attractive candidate for a merger or an acquisition either for banks or financially related 

institutions, just like insurances. Also, on the international basis, can neon be an interesting 

candidate for competitors to enter the Swiss market.  

WHY WOULD WE INVEST? 

$ Not only our expert’s advice, but also the main business plan stays under a very 

positive light, seen in the success of Revolut or N26 

$ The local market is ready for cost attractive digital solutions to handle their 

financials not only privately but also for businesses 

$ What makes neon furthermore attractive is their first mover basis within 

Switzerland and the background and knowledge of the foufnders, which builds one 

of the main pillars for successful start-ups 
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